
EXPERIENCE Milos



Embark on a captivating journey departing from 
Milos Bay. 

Sail past charming fishing villages like Skinopi, 
Klima, Areti, and Fourkovouni, featuring picturesque 
"sirmata" houses by the sea. 

Witness the unique lava rock complex, Arkoudes, 
resembling a bear. Open the sails towards the 
impressive Cape Vani and make your first swimming 
stop at the crystal-clear waters of Kalogries. Explore 
the enchanting Sikia cave with its distinctive hall 
and panoramic views. 

Continue to the renowned pirates' bay of Kleftiko 
for a truly Instagram-worthy experience. After a 
refreshing on-board lunch, sail to the majestic 
Gerakas beach with its hot spring and the vibrant 
Firlingos beach. Pass by the abandoned Sulphur 
Mines and conclude your sea adventures with a 
swim at the stunning Galazia Nera bay on Poliegos.

Cruise Around Milos



Discover the very best Milos has to offer in one day. 

Your stops include the natural fjord-like wonder, 
Papafragkas cave, that once used to serve as a 
shelter for pirates, the stunning Sarakiniko beach 
where you will be able to spend 30 minutes to 
capture some memorable Instamoments, Plaka
where you will immerse yourself  in the local culture 
while walking through the traditional alleys, and the 
famous Catacombs - the location where the one 
and only Venus de Milo was found. 

You will also visit the ancient town of Klima and its 
theatre, dating back to 1100 BC followed by a stroll 
through Klima village which is one of the most 
colorful fishing villages in the country. Last but not 
least you will have enough time for a long relaxing 
swim at Palaiochori or Provatas beach where you 
will find plenty of vibrant beach bars and 
restaurants for a great lunch to replenish your 
energy.

Highlights of Milos



Milos Island 
Off-Road Discovery 

Milos island is one of the most unique destinations in Greece. 

It holds many secrets and its breathtaking sites change from crystal blue waters 
to steep cliffs. As you explore the western side of the island with your 4X4 you 
will be able to reach areas that regular vehicles would not be able to. 

During your tour, you should not miss the chance to see Sarakiniko, the renowned 
lunar beach, and Papafragkas cave, one of the most impressive open volcanic 
caves on the island.



Food Tour in Milos 

Amidst its rich history and breathtaking landscapes, 
the island's heartbeat lies in its thriving gastronomy. 
From age-old local recipes to a contemporary array 
of top-tier restaurants, the culinary scene seamlessly 
blends tradition with innovation. 

Embark on a journey exploring Milos' main 
production hubs, indulging in wine and cheese 
tastings. Venture to renowned restaurants in Pollonia
for local delights, Paliochori for volcanic sand-cooked 
delicacies, Plaka for the traditional Koufeto dessert, 
Katifora for watermelon-pie, and a special winery in 
Pollonia for a cave-set wine experience. This 
immersive tour unveils the island's culinary essence 
while traversing its scenic beauty.



Kimolos Island Discovery 

Kimolos, a tranquil haven northeast of Milos, offers a 
timeless escape for those seeking a quieter, picturesque 
retreat. 

Ideal for visitors who have explored Milos or desire to 
uncover this hidden gem, today's tour ensures an 
immersive experience of Kimolos. From a ferry ride and 
hotel pickup to exploring Chorio's medieval castle and 
17th-century churches, witnessing the trademark red 
poria in Agios Minas, swimming in the crystal-clear 
waters of Prassa beach, to discovering the traditional 
Goupa fishing settlement, the tour captures the essence 
of this original Greek island. 

Concluding with an afternoon stroll in Psathi before 
ferrying back to Pollonia, it promises a journey into a 
bygone era.



Hiking Experience in Milos 

Milos, blessed with a rich subsoil and geological diversity, 
boasts one of Greece's most remarkable coastlines. The 
intricate northern shore unveils its splendor from the 
ancient Phylacopi ruins to the captivating Papafragkas
cave, culminating at the iconic Sarakiniko beach—a Greek 
lunar landscape. 

Accompanied by your experienced hiking guide, join an 
exciting, moderately easy trek along this scenic route, 
providing non-hikers a chance to discover the hidden 
facets of the north's lunar beauty. Immerse yourself  in 
Milos' coastal wonders, where geological wonders meet 
ancient history with today's unparalleled hiking experience.



Romantic dinner on board

The experienced crew of a 42ft monohull sailing yacht 
will be taking you out to watch a mesmerizing sunset, off  
the coast of Klima. 

As the sun sets, a candle-lit dinner on board in the middle 
of Adamas bay will be waiting for you, so you can enjoy 
the lights of the port against the sea. 

The discreet presence of the crew will guarantee a 
luxurious experience.



All experiences can be customized to fir your preferences and needs.

Consult with your designated travel planner for a tailor-made itinerary. 
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